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Writing in the Fall 1998 issue of The
Journal of the New England League of
Middle Schools, Bobbi Tayne Gerlits, a
parent of two middle-school children,
succinctly sums up the fears felt by both
students and their parents as the transition
from the elementary school to the middle
school approaches:

Want to hear a rumor about your
middle school? Just go to the local
supennarket and listen. The parents
are talking again about "the big, bad
middle school. " Everyone hears the
horror stories of eighth graders
harassing sixth graders, horrendous
bus rides, unruly students, and the
weird attire of our early adolescents.
"Just look at THOSE kids!" is a
familiar refrain in most towns. Have
the parents forgotten that THOSE kids
belong to THOSE parents? Yes,
entering middle school is a challenge
from many perspectives! (Kaiser,
1998, p. 13)

I have been a principal of two different
K-8 schools for nearly twenty years.
During that time, I became a
strong proponent of the
middle-school concept and
worked to transform
those traditional junior
high schools into
authentic middle schools.
Having
undertaken
extensive reading of both
middle-school literature
and middle-school research,
"'
I became aware of the
importance of transitions, both into
and out of the middle school.
Specifically, I was interested in the
transition process experienced by students
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who enter our school from two smaller
satellite schools. One of those schools is
part of our school district. It contains grades
K-5, houses approximately 75 students, has
five full-time faculty members, and is
located in an extremely rural area The other
is even smaller, with about 40 students in
residence, three teachers, and an even more
rural location. To top it all off, that school
is not part of our school district and also
happens to be in another state. In both cases,
the students from these two small schools
must enter a new environment that houses
over 500 students in grades preschool
through eight. The new school has some
40 staff members and is located in one of
the region's largest towns. In short, the
change for these students is dramatic.
Over a period of many years, I have
observed entering students and wondered
about the difficulties they might be facing.
On the surface, they seemed to make the
change easily, are quickly assimilated in the
new environment, and become happy, welladjusted students. Indeed, I could not recall
ever receiving a single complaint or call of
concern from one of the parents of these
children. Over time, the faculty and
administration have assumed that
students from the sending
schools have been able to
transition without difficulty
into
our
learning
community. Some recent
conversations with a few
parents of these students
began to make me think
that all may not be as
wonderful as I had thought.
While no clear problems had been
noted, everything that I read
exhorted us to create transition
experiences designed to lessen students' fear/
discomfort and help them engage themselves
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in their new school. I desired to learn if a problem existed
and what measures might be ta.ken to assist future students.
To complete this picture, I should explain that each spring
our school hosted a day of visitation for the students from
our satellite school within the school disttict However,
nothing was done for the students from the school outside
the disttict. This was due in part to the fact that those students
had two other schools from which to select for attendance
during the sixth grade year. We had no guarantee that we
would receive any of them.
In any event, it seemed to make a lot of sense to examine
the situation more closely to determine if there were issues
about which we had no knowledge but with which we might
be able to help. With that in mind, I determined to study this
particular point of transition.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the
potential obstacles that might be encountered and must
be overcome by sixth-grade students from two satellite
sending schools as they enter a middle-school program in
a school building new to them. It is hoped that the
administration and faculty of the school can use the
information obtained in this study to develop positive
interventions that will aid future students as they enter
our school from satellite sending schools.
An additional positive outcome might be that the
information gleaned from this study could be of possible
benefit to all other students new to our school. That
information could serve as the nucleus of a transition
program for any and all new entering students.

The study utilized a written student survey, a written
parent survey, and teacher interviews. All 50 students in
our school from the two satellite schools received a survey.
Parent surveys were sent to 30 of the students' homes.
Two of three sixth-grade homeroom teachers were
interviewed. The study was conducted from October J 0,
1998, to January 9, 1999.
Survey instruments were constructed with two primary
questions in mind:

Will responses to parent survey questions
(Appendix A) support students' issues identified in
analysis of student surveys (Appendix B)?
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To what degree will the data obtained from the two
survey instruments illuminate issues consistent with
those that appear in the research literature?

Teacher interview questions were designed to elicit
free-flowing thoughts based on personal observation of the
target student group over the span of several years.

Analysis
Analysis of student surveys provided solid evidence
that the perceptions of faculty and administration had been
on the mark. Students were asked, "When you were in
fifth grade, how did you feel about making the move to
the new school?" They reported little difficulty with the
process of transition and very little incidence of worry or
fear (see Table 1).

Table 1
Student feelings prior to move to new school
Excited
Looking forward
Didn'tcarc
Concerned
Very worried

7
16
16
4

Parents were asked a similar question. "As your child
prepared to move to the L. School, how did you think he/
she felt about making that move?" Parents' responses
strongly supported the students' answers (see Table 2).
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Table 2
Parents pcrcCJ)tion;. of students' fcelin&S
prior to move to new school
Very excited
Looking forward

3

Didn'tcarc

2
1

Concerned
Very worried

8

0
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Issues that surfaced that could be viewed as significant
concerns tended to differ from the information gleaned in
the search of the literature. For example, students in
Gwinnett County, Georgia, listed the following as concerns:

( 1) getting to class on time, (2) finding lockers, (3)
keeping up with 'materials, ' (4 )finding lunchrooms and
bathrooms, (5) getting on the right bus to go home, (6)
getting through the crowded halls, and (7) remembering
which class to go to next. (from a study by Weldy, cited
in Schumacher, 1998)
Our students answered the question, "Did you or your
friends have any questions about or feel worried about any
of the following things?" by pointing out what was
uppermost in their minds (see Table 3). While similarities
exist, there was not a strong correlation to the study by
Weldy. It is worth mentioning, however, that the concerns
identified are very consistent with issues frequently cited
in the literature as primary concerns for the adolescent,
namely, fitting in, making friends, and coping with that
which is new, for instance, teachers. 'Tue poignant answer
of young people to questions about why they join gangs is
that these groups become the families that they never had.
This is compelling testimony to young adolescents'
fundamental need for close, reliable relationships with a
supportive, protective group that confers respect and
identity and recognizes competence" (Carnegie Council
on Adolescent Development, 1996 p. 21).

statement, "I think the adjustment went well and the new
school offered so much more."
Teacher interviews yielded concerns about
organizational issues for students and concerns about the
need for improved articulation between the sending schools
and the receiving school. Little insight was obtained that
would likely lead to substantive change in the orientation
of prospective new students. In fact, the teachers tended to
view the school as being somewhat powerless to change
anything for the better.
Three groups were identified in this research project:
students, teachers, and parents. Analysis included
identification of specific domains across all groups. The
domains identified were:
1.
2.
3.

Issues of concern
Issues of little or no concern
Neutral responses

Within each domain, categories were then identified
and ranked in order of importance. Within groups, it was
quickly apparent that the students' issues were very
consistent with the research literature in terms of the
strengths of their concerns. Highlighting the list were issues
of making friends, fitting in, and not becoming lost (see
Table 3). Also ranking quite high were concerns about
teachers. Parents, as a group, expected problems in the
transition process and indicated areas of concern that they
felt their children had experienced. Analysis of responses
across groups, however, did not bear out the 'parents' fears.
Student responses showed little correlation to parents'
anticipation of student concerns. Teachers, on the other
hand, displayed some commonality with student issues of
organization and homework. Triangulation of the data
confirmed the school 's original hypothesis that students
experience little difficulty in the transition process, but it
also elicited an area to which the school now needs to
develop a response: parental concerns. Clearly, new school
efforts would be best channeled toward an enhancement
of educational opportunities concerning the transition
process for parents.

To the question "Are there any things that this school
could/should have done that might have made your move
easierT' approximately 84 percent of the students surveyed
either responded "no" or gave no response. While providing
some suggestions for ways in which the school might
improve, parents' feelings could be summarized by the
14
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Conclusions
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Appendix A
Parent Survey Results
l.

As your child prepared to move to the L School,
how did you think be/she felt about making the move?
Very excited
Looking forward
Didn't care
Concerned
Very Worried

2.

~

~

16

~

We took advantage of transitional information,
visitation tours, and other initiatives to learn as
much as possible.

~

We praise the school in all its efforts, which we
view as successful, not the least of which was
having E.E. serve as assistant principal assigned to
the J. School. She singularly made a large positive
difference.

~

Transportation to and from school, particularly in
regard to extra curricular activities. I have no
solution, it is just something satellite parents/
students must deal with.

1

0

0
6

8

8

6

4
4
1
5
0

Has you child's move been:
Easy
No big deal
Difficult

6.

Keeping this issue as a high agenda item as you are
doing here is assurance the issue is being handled
well. Thank you.

2

How did you feel as a parent about your child's
move to the L. School?
Very excited
Looking forward
Didn't care
Concerned
Vcrywomed

5.

~

3
8

Did you tty to find information about what it would
be like for your child?
Yes
No

4.

Provide more opportunity to visit the school before
going. Make contacts throughout the previous year.
One day in the spring isn' t enough to make them
feel comfortable. It can be overwhelming to go to
an unfamiliar school, especially for the oldest
sibling of the family.

Did you expect that your child would have any
problems making the adjusonent?
Yes
Not sure
No

3.

~

9
5

~

~

No.

~

Smaller school was more able to provide individual
attention.

~

Kids said that biggest problem was that school lunch
was much better in J.

~

Minor social adjustments, i.e., not having all friends
in your class.

~

Not really. If anything, perhaps be a little more
sensitive to scheduling, for example: when there
arc only 6 or 7 girls or boys in one class, tty not to
schedule 5-6 in two classrooms and one alone in a
third room. Overall though, the transition has been
fairly smooth although different for each of my three
children. Thank you for asking!

3

Comments:
Teachers need all special education rcpons on kids
before school starts. Input from previous teachers
would be helpful if passed on to the next year's
teacher.
I believe the town spons program is a big help to
the kid:. from out of town. They get to meet many
of the kids that they will .;ee in school It really
helps to break the ice and make friends. They know
that they will sec these kids in school so it gives
them something to look forward to.

No, her former school could have done more but

L. has done fine!

~

I think the adjustment went well and the new school
offered so much more.

-
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AppendixB
Student Survey Results
1.

When you were in fifth grade, how did you feel
about making the move to the new school?
Excited
Looking forward
Didn't care
Concerned
Very worried

7
16
16
4

6.

Are there any things that this school could/should
have done that might have made your move easier?
If so, please tell us what you think:

~

Explain rules.

~

The food is a little better at J.

~ Let us visit the school more than once in fifth grade.

2.

Did you think that you would have any problems
making the adjustment?
Yes
Wasn't sure
No

3.

6
23
15

Did you try to find information about what it would
be like to be in the new school?

~

Show us around and check on us in classrooms on
the first day.

~

Well I don't really learn that fast like others so I
may need extra help.

~

Showing us around and introducing us.

~ Showed the kids around before school began.

Yes
No

4.

~

Did you or your friends have any questions about
or feel worried about any of the following things?

Homework
Teachers
Bus
Rules
Fitting in
Getting lost
Homeroom
Friends
Older kids
New building

5.

12
32

:fu
20
23
5

8
26
16
18
21
14
12

Eleven students responded "No".

ThLre were 26 surveyforms with no comments/or this item.

tl2
24
21
39
36
18
27
25
23

30
32

Has your move, now that you are here, been:
Easy
No big deal
Difficult

20

22
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